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THE EMECO CHAIR

The condo’s straight-back dining table chairs with three back slats are original Emecos,
as are some of the kitchen island bar stools. Others are Emeco-inspired and sourced
from Design Within Reach. The Emeco chair, fabricated in a 77-step process from
salvaged aluminum, was initially designed in 1944 as an indestructible chair for U.S.
Navy submarines. Designers came to favor the chair, useful enough given its long
life meant the company needed new markets. The condo’s dining room chairs are a
semi-upholstered version in vinyl of the original Navy chair. The upholstered version was
first designed in the late 1940s, but the condo chairs were manufactured in 1961 at
Emeco’s original Hanover, Pennsylvania, location. Emeco chairs are still being made
there, and the frames still come with a lifetime or 150-year warranty. “Whichever comes
last,” laughs the ebullient press relations manager Madson Buchbinder, who is also the
wife of the owner Gregg Buchbinder.
PH OTO: In the living room, a screen that pulls from the ceiling and a small projector make
for an uncluttered home media solution.winal photography shown here includes work by
Joel-Peter Witkin, Dee Peppe, and Michelle Chelbin. For the dining room tabletop, Asa
Gorman and woodworker Ethan Niederer soaked bark with steel wool and vinegar, then
sprayed on the solution to oxidize the wood and produce a rich finish.
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PH OTO : Mike Keon, shucking
oysters in his loft’s kitchen.

P H OTO : An orange Roche-Bobois
love seat before a blue coffee table
made from the wings of a Cessna. A
portrait by Julie Speed with a figure
wearing a robe appearing to depict
heaven and hell.

A

life of adventure and a life with a
mortgage. Somehow, they do not seem one and the same. For
50-plus years, Mike Keon opted for the former. He worked as a
graphic designer, chimney sweep, fisherman, and restaurateur
while living in Boston’s North End, South End, Chinatown, and
other neighborhoods, as well as on boats off New Bedford,
Seattle, and (for a decade) Alaska. Bad ship food turned him
to cooking, and cooking became his passion, then his livelihood. “We caught beautiful fish and crab, but we were eating
processed food,” he says of his Alaska fishing days. Although
he continued working as a deckhand, he became his ship’s
cook in his final Alaska years, returning to Boston to work in a
friend’s restaurant off-season. Eventually, he opened his own
bistro in Haverhill, Massachusetts. He moved to Portland fulltime in 2006, because it was “time for a change.” But not quite
time for home ownership. He continued to rent, as he always
had—first, in the West End and later, when his rental’s building sold, on Congress Street. “I had no intention of moving
for quite some time,” he says of his apartment. He was even
helping his landlady upgrade. Then, a friend with a newly-acquired real estate license encouraged him to buy. He thought
if he could find a loft space that he could design himself…
well, then maybe.
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In 2015, an investment group decided to sell the top two floors
of a commercial building off Congress Street. Keon was interested, though he waited a year to fully close, wanting to be
sure the city would allow a residence in a building with a hair
salon, juice bar, yoga studio, and other businesses. Architect
Caleb Johnson of Caleb Johnson Studio in Portland helped with
the permitting, and then Michael Chestnutt of the same firm produced drawings for a reinvention of the living space.
In some ways, says Portland builder Asa Gorman, who renovated the space over the course of the subsequent year, “the
space is just a box and canvas for the owner’s art collection.”
The ground floor is a large, open white rectangle with a commercial-grade kitchen and stainless-steel counters, a ten-burner
BlueStar range, a Salamander broiler, and a large Sub-Zero refrigerator on one wall. A custom dining table with Emeco chairs,
Safavieh navy blue velvet couches, and an orange leather Roche
Bobois love seat occupy the living area and can be moved into
different configurations—even pushed aside when Keon gathers
friends for musical performances. The walls are whitewashed
brick or (behind the kitchen area) white subway tile. The oak
floors are stained white, and the exposed ceilings and beams
are painted white.
D ECO R MA I NE
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PH OTO: The hockey stick-shaped winder staircase, made of dark blue steel and blackened oak
treads, has particularly fine connections, in lieu of posts at the staircase’s flying corners. Photographs
by (left to right) Christian Waeber, Charles Meyer, and Roy Volkmann, respectively portray Paris,
Ireland, and a young girl named Emma. The octopus is a painting from Portland’s Flea-for-All. The
space to the right has a wall of frosted-glass wooden doors that lead to bedrooms, closets, and a
utility space. The sculptural arch at the right frames the powder room door and can be lit from within.
The 400-pound oversized sconces on the left, surrounding an elevator door, were from the Wrigley
chewing gum factory.
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PH OTOS A chandelier (top) sourced at
Chicago’s Urban Remains.
When the builders were finishing an
upstairs floor, they brought a door-shaped
piece of salvaged molding (bottom) to the
main floor and rested it between two windows.
Suddenly the decision of where that molding
would be installed was made. Keon added
glass shelves and turned it into a liquor cabinet.
Just out of view to the right is a vintage orange
refrigerator, where he stores his white wine.

PH OTO: Keon didn’t want upper cabinetry
in his kitchen, but he did want his spices stored
in former bourbon bottles on narrow shelves
or in nooks. The bird painting is by musician
Jon Langford.

In other ways, though, the box is “sui generis,” interrupted
as it is by an L-shaped winder staircase, blackened oak and
dark-blue steel, with wedge-shaped treads at the turn and
arrived at through a wholly original foyer, which accesses the
private spaces at one end of the white rectangle. On entry,
you step out of an elevator to see a wall lined by six wood
doors with frosted-glass upper panels—stenciled not with the
words “Sam Spade, Private Investigator” but “Storage,” “Utility,” “Laundry,” or “Private,” the latter referring to bedrooms.
To the right of these old-fashioned office doors, a powder
room door is framed by what looks like a sculptural shoji
screen: opaque-white glass in a steel grid with a facing panel which can be lit from within. The foyer also has rounded
warehouse ceiling lights—the same lights used for the condo’s
cobalt blue-and-white-tiled shower stalls—and two 400-pound
art deco cast-aluminum sconces, once used for the exterior of
the Wrigley chewing gum factory in Chicago.
The condo’s walls are decorated with the owner’s extensive art
collection, consisting primarily of prints and black-and-white
photography, including work by luminaries like Diane Arbus,
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Michael Chelbon, Bruce Davidson, Aaron Siskind, Garry Winogrand, and Joel-Peter Witkin, as well as
a fairground print by Maine notable Dee Peppe.
The salvage pieces may be the condo’s biggest surprise. As
many residences as you may have visited in your life, you’ve
probably never seen one where the living room lighting includes two steel street lamps or where a vintage, six-door meat
locker and a bright orange refrigerator serve as wine cellars,
the former for red and the latter for white.
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PHOTOS: A view down the length (opposite) of
the master bathroom. The shower stall is out of
view to the left. The soaking tub is built on a small
stage of leftover ipé from the roof-top deck. The
hanging light is from Salvage One. Additional
illumination comes from the polished brass ship’s
spotlight, which now has a lower-amp bulb, so as
not to be blinding. The cabinet on the left is from
a doctor’s office and seemed perfect for toiletries.
While working on Alaskan fishing boats, Keon
had months off between seasons, so often would
take a backpack and fly somewhere. On one
such trip, he went to Indonesia and found the
fertility carving on top of the cabinet at left.
A dresser (this page) from Chicago’s Urban
Remains. The image of female volleyball players
above bought during Austin’s South by Southwest
Festival at Flatstock, an event which coincides
with the festival and sells album covers and other
prints. The painting is from a Texas store called
Uncommon Objects, which describes itself as a
“one-of-a-kind emporium for transcendent junk.”
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“ I just like
certain things,
and I always
wanted to
put a place
together.”

PHOTOS: Keon told cabinetmaker Paul Lewin that
he wanted to listen to music in bed, so Lewin built this
bed nook to house his stereo and serve as record
cabinet while also displaying art like the etching of
a pig by Tom Cornell and a 1923 William H. Bettle
silver gelatin print of a luxury liner.

Keon heard about a Chicago salvage store called Urban
Remains, whose inventory includes metal furniture and items
from former hospitals and apothecaries. Intrigued, he visited while his loft was under construction. Then he discovered a second store called Salvage One. He shipped back a
treasure trove and acquired additional pieces at Portland Architectural Salvage, numerous items of which had a previous
non-domestic life. The powder room tissue stand is made of
a cast iron water meter cap on an adjustable steel-and-greenenamel base that once supported a dental exam chair. Two
living room coffee tables are made from the wings of a Cessna.
Thick piano legs form the base of the custom dining room
table, and bathroom towels hang on hooks that are actually
elevator crankshafts.
Good weather finds Keon not in his condo but on his rooftop
deck, which has an ipé floor, pergola, raised-bed planting
boxes, and a stainless-steel railing with ipé cap. Sharing the
haven all summer, herring gulls and their chicks have offered
the observant Keon a display of habits—part intrigue, part nuisance. The real view, though, is the panoramic showstopper of
the Portland peninsula and Casco Bay.
How did the now 56-year-old Keon learn about interior
design? He didn’t exactly. “I just like certain things,” Keon
says simply. Perhaps surprisingly, given how long he waited
to settle, he adds, “I always wanted to put a place together.”

SOURCING SALVAGE

Eschewing the mass-produced, Keon is drawn to salvage items for being one of a kind. Maine sources for architectural salvage and vintage furniture
include Portland Architectural Salvage, which he knows so well he calls it “Alice’s place,” after founder Alice Dunn; and Kennebunk’s Old House Parts
Co., which longtime manager Mike Thompson describes as “an antiques Home Depot,” given its meticulous organization and location in an 1872 freight
warehouse. Keon also admires Portland’s Flea-for-All with its multiple vendors: “They’re really nice people, and they keep moving the inventory.” Two
other spots for mid-century vintage furniture are Motive Furniture on Portland’s Forest Avenue, which opened in November 2017, and Waterville’s Modern
Underground. The former has carefully restored and curated pieces arranged in vignettes and tagged with historical information. The latter, on the back
P HOTO: TKTKT A leader is one who knows the way, goes
side of Main Street, clusters
finds throughout the store and offers a secondary specialty in vintage audio.
the way, and shows the way. A leader is one who knows the
way, goes the way, any, goes the way, and shows the way.

LOCAL SALVAGE RESOURCES

Architectural Salvage, Portland / Old House Parts Co., Kennebunk / Flea-for-All, Portland / Motive Furniture, Portland / Modern Underground, Waterville
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PHOTOS: An upstairs bathroom (top) for
guests features a soaking tub and a stainless-steel shower with two brass portholes.
Cabinetmaker Paul Lewin built this room-sized
closet (bottom) with walnut doors. The chair is
an Eames Aluminum Group Management chair
by Herman Miller.

PHOTO: Photographs
by Erich Angenendt and
Robert Doisneau are
above photographs by
Gary Winogrand and
Henri Cartier-Bresson.
The bottom row are
self-portraits by Mick
Farrell. The painting
on the chair is by
Paul Maloney.

“I loved getting to see Keon’s black-and-white photography collection, given I grew up learning about the very photographers he collects. I’d
been educated by my doctor-father, who had enough photographic talent that Life offered him a job when he graduated college. I’d also been lucky
enough to be photographed by Bruce Davidson, one of the photographers in Keon’s collection. This was when I was 23, when Esquire hired Davidson
to photograph all the authors (myself included) in a summer fiction issue of the magazine. Davidson flew out to Iowa, where I was then in school,
and we spent the day together—a big thrill for me, because I knew exactly who he was. Since I was a Jewish-American fiction writer, he told me he’d
introduce me to Isaac Bashevis Singer, who lived in his building in New York, but that never came to pass.”
Debra Spark is a fiction writer and professor at Colby College and in the M.F.A Program for
Writers at Warren Wilson College. Her most recent novel is Unknown Caller.
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